Overview

This course is the first of two parts and is undertaken prior to CVEN4041 Research Thesis B. Successful completion of Parts A and B are required to obtain the equivalent of 12 UOC. Students must complete a Honours Research Thesis application form and submit to the School's office before the commencement of the semester enrolment.

The Honours Research Thesis may describe directed research work on an approved subject and will be completed under the guidance and supervision of a member of the academic staff. The research may involve a directed laboratory or field investigation, analytical or numerical modelling, a detailed design, literature review or such other individual research project approved by the Head of School. Research Thesis Part A involves the satisfactory formulation of the literature review, the definition of the research problem, completion of a significant part of the research and the development of a thesis outline.
Faculty
Faculty of Engineering

School
School of Civil and Environmental Engineering

Study Level
Undergraduate

Offering Terms
Summer Term

Campus
Kensington

Indicative contact hours
1

Timetable
Visit timetable website for details
Conditions for Enrolment

Minimum WAM of 70 and completion of 132UOC
Exclusion Courses

CVEN4032  |  12 UOC
Higher Honours Thesis A

CVEN4050  |  6 UOC
Thesis A

CVEN4030  |  6 UOC
Honours Thesis A
Course Outline

To access course outline, please visit:

CVEN4040 Course Outline
Fees

Commonwealth Supported Students  $1170
Domestic Students  $5790
International Students  $5790

DISCLAIMER
Please note that the University reserves the right to vary student fees in line with relevant legislation. This fee information is provided as a guide and more specific information about fees, including fee policy, can be found on the fee website.

For advice about fees for courses with a fee displayed as "Not Applicable", including some Work Experience and UNSW Canberra at ADFA courses, please contact the relevant Faculty.

Where a Commonwealth Supported Students fee is displayed, it does not guarantee such places are available.
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